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Abstract:  
In the last years, attention has been devoted to the development of ontologies, which are ICT conceptual models allowing a 
formal and shared representation of a particular domain of discourse, and to the use of these representations in a variety of  
contexts, among which also the industrial engineering can be counted. Within the industrial engineering field, the 
manufacturing domain has not yet seen a wide application of ontologies. This paper firstly shows the use of ontologies for 
the semantic annotation of a Web Service–based architecture for the control of manufacturing systems; and then 
contributes to the research field of manufacturing domain ontologies by proposing a thorough literature review and analysis 
of the available languages supporting such objective. The paper collects the main requirements that semantic languages must 
meet to be used in the manufacturing domain with the outlined purpose. In fact, the available semantic languages are several 
and characterized by different features: the paper identifies the most proper ones for the manufacturing domain 
representation thanks to their analysis against the main requirements. Lastly, the paper shows how the discussed topics are 
declined in a real industrial example.  
Keywords: Manufacturing system; Semantic languages requirement; Manufacturing domain ontology; 
Flexibility; Re-configurability  
1. Introduction 
Current market conditions require companies to be highly flexible to remain competitive on a global scale. Flexibility is the 
key to face the more educated and demanding customers that ask for quicker delivery, higher variety and more customized 
products [1]–[4]. In particular, one of the levers to achieve higher flexibility is to have manufacturing systems that are 
reconfigurable with reasonable time and cost efforts, in order to produce new generations of products [5]. Higher levels of 
re-configurability require an effort for the development of better conceptual models of the manufacturing domain. A 
promising direction to this aim could be the development of a manufacturing domain ontology as explained in section 1.2. 
In fact, ontologies, as a way to model conceptually and logically a system, have been widely proposed and exploited also in 
other industrial engineering fields [6] and in general engineering was among the earliest fields that applied ontologies [7].    
 
1.1 Research statement 
Conceptual models and ontologies can be developed basing on different languages, each with its own characteristics and 
limits, that are available nowadays [8]. In order to start modelling the manufacturing systems domain, one of the first steps is 
the selection of a precise and proper language. 
After having motivated the industrial interest for ontologies of the manufacturing domain, the first aim of this paper is to 
investigate what are the requirements for the selection of the proper language for the representation of the manufacturing 
domain and to put them in a proper framework. 
Then, the paper will briefly illustrate the features of the available semantic languages to evaluate them against the identified 
requirements in the framework. 
Eventually, a real case is presented that reflects the industrial relevance of the abovementioned approach and framework 
and shows the importance of the role of ontologies to face the requirements. 
This is also reflected in the structure of the paper: sections 1.2 and 1.3 motivate the industrial interest for manufacturing 
domain ontologies and review the current state of the art in this research field; section 2 illustrates the requirements that 
must be met by the semantic languages for the representation of the manufacturing domain; section 3 reviews the available 
semantic languages and discusses the matching between them and the identified requirements; section 4 shows how the role 
of ontological modelling and the identified requirements are declined in a real industrial case and Section 5 is dedicated to 
the concluding remarks and suggestions for future work. 
 
1.2 The role of ontological modelling in the manufacturing domain 
Despite the fact that a high level of flexibility is reached at the mechanical level, the re-configurability level of the control 
systems is still poor [9]. It has been estimated by Colombo that 70% of the engineering teams’ effort is directed to modify 
the control system when a new machine is introduced in the production system [10].  
Literature suggests that a possible answer to the issues related to control architecture flexibility and re-configurability at 
software level is the use of a distributed control architecture, based on Cyber Physical Systems, smart components that are 
put into communication thanks to well-established standards such as Profibus, or into a Service Oriented Architecture 
(SOA) [11]–[15]. In particular, the SOA architecture offers the potential for device interoperability, thanks to its features of 
message-based communication, loose coupling and open standards. Such a control architecture encapsulates the 
manufacturing processes in services (namely, Web Services) that are offered on a Web-based communication network, 
where the control system may find them and invoke them through the orchestration and choreography mechanisms [16]. 
These are needed for the composition and execution of the services related to the manufacturing processes in the proper 
sequence [10]. In this way, re-configurability at the software level is made possible. However, high costs and a long time are 
still required to implement new configurations. In fact, changes in the physical manufacturing system must correspond to 
modifications in the control software by human programmers. This is due to the lack of a machine-readable semantic 
description of the system and of the operations to be performed in the specific context of the manufacturing system at 
hand: therefore, semantics is still interpreted by the human programmer who will include the necessary changes into the 
control software. A possible solution to this issue could be the development of a proper semantic model of the production 
system and make it accessible to the control software through the use of semantically-enriched Web Services (i.e. Semantic 
Web Services). Within such an approach, human interventions are no more needed, or only limited to a very small extent, 
because the semantics makes the knowledge about the manufacturing system itself understandable to the control software: 
this opens the way to automatic reconfiguration of the control software in case of physical modifications in the production 
system [9], [10].   
A way to add semantics to Web Services is their annotation with ontological models, that provides a semantic description of 
the production system and can be exposed as services on a Web-Service based SOA control architecture [17]. According to 
the definition by Gruber, an ontology is an “explicit specification of a conceptualization”, where a conceptualization is an 
abstract, simplified view of the world that we need to  represent for some specific purposes [18].  
Ontologies support class-based, or object-oriented, description of a knowledge domain, expressing taxonomies and 
semantically rich relationships among concepts, supporting information retrieval through reasoning. Moreover, by their 
nature, distinct ontologies can be integrated by creating “bridge” relationships among some concepts of the different 
ontologies [19]. This characteristic is particularly useful in the description of complex manufacturing systems. 
Already in 1999, Schlenoff understood the potential of ontologies in the manufacturing domain (unambiguous 
communication, shared terminology and semantic alignment, and industrial information infrastructure in that they provide 
data in computational form) [20]. The possible uses of ontological representations of the manufacturing domain are not 
limited to the applications in control architectures, but, as pointed out by Garetti and Fumagalli, they can also support 
design, simulation, planning and scheduling, performance assessment and data integration in the field [21]. 
 
1.3 State of the art on conceptual modelling in manufacturing 
Since many years, the topic of conceptual modelling for the manufacturing domain is an open research stream. Some of the 
first works on this topic date back to the 90s, when early research on conceptual modelling and ontology development of 
the manufacturing systems was proposed by Politecnico di Milano [22]. The P-PSO, Politecnico di Milano – Production 
Systems Ontology was proposed as a complete modelling of the manufacturing domains that could be used for information 
exchange, design, control, simulation and other applications [21], [23].  
Since then, many other research groups and research projects have worked on this topic. The success of semantic and 
conceptual models in the manufacturing domain can be justified by the many characteristics and potentialities of such 
models. In particular, they are implemented as ontologies that allow sharing the same vocabulary, not relying on human 
programmers’ interpretations of the natural language that can sometimes bring to misunderstandings, according to Guarino 
[24].   
The developed ontologies for the manufacturing domain range from the most general, the so-called foundational ones, to 
the very specific for a certain context within the more general manufacturing domain. Each of them has its importance, 
regardless of the detail level they have [25]. Also the motivations that lead to their creation can be different: ontologies 
applications bring benefits covering automatic re-configurability, interoperability, creation of a common vocabulary, and 
knowledge sharing and reuse. The various applications in manufacturing differ also on the level of the potentials offered by 
ontologies: some are simply structured machine-understandable vocabularies of a certain domain, others are built with the 
purpose of inferring new knowledge starting from the structured information in the model. 
The applications of ontologies in the manufacturing domain may depend on various reasons, the main of which are listed 
below: 
- Some claim to use them for the support to reconfiguration of manufacturing systems without human intervention; in 
particular, a reconfiguration agent is based on the ontological knowledge of the manufacturing system [16], [26], 
[27].  
- Colledani et al. [28] conceptually modeled the manufacturing domain perspective on products, processes and 
production systems in order to model them in an integrated way. Other example references for ontologies used as 
integrated models of manufacturing systems are: [29]–[31]. 
- In [17] and [32] ontologies are also created that represent the manufacturing domain but with another objective: 
the inter-enterprise interoperability; for this reason, along with classes representing resources and operations, they also 
inserted enterprise- and strategy-related classes. Also other authors deem ontologies in manufacturing the way to 
address inter-enterprise interoperability issues: [33], [34]. 
- The problem of interoperability among different systems in the enterprise has been addressed by [35], who propose a 
development approach for formal ontologies and use it to represent production systems for the interoperability 
with legacy systems. Also [36] insists on enterprise systems interoperability in manufacturing by building a product 
ontology. Other examples are: [37], [38].  
-  Knowledge sharing is another motivation arisen in literature to use ontologies in the manufacturing domain. As an 
example, [39] and [40] used an ontology as a basis for common understanding between manufacturing or assembly 
engineers and design engineers. This ontology comprised both aspects related to manufacturing (resources, 
processes, parts and production plan) and related to design (geometrical measures). Another example of ontology 
used for knowledge sharing is in [41] and [42], where the focus is on gathering all important information about the 
product lifecycle management (PLM) into an ontological base.  
- Connected to knowledge sharing is knowledge reuse, which also is one of the reasons ontologies are developed and is 
at the basis of interoperability among different technical products manufactured by different vendors, the benefit of this is 
to reuse the same ontology or knowledge contained in different specific applications that would otherwise require 
the building of a new knowledge structure [43], [44]. Long [45] gives an example of how to exploit the potential 
knowledge reuse in the context of Manufacturing Execution Systems that control the production processes. [46] 
focuses in the knowledge sharing and re-use for the production systems of aerospace composites.   
- Also the inference capability of ontologies might be the reason why they are created. It is the case in [47], trying to 
exploit this capability of ontologies to allow the engineers to define as few features as possible, making the 
ontology infer the rest. 
Even if ontologies have proven a promising approach to achieve many benefits in industrial engineering, they still have very 
limited application and are not fully deployed in commercial tools for the industrial manufacturing practice. In order to 
facilitate the development of proper manufacturing domain ontologies to be exploited in the industrial reality, the current 
paper proposes a way to choose the most appropriate ontology language starting from an identified framework of the 
requirements of the manufacturing domain, keeping in mind what outlined in section 1.2.  
 
2. Requirements from the manufacturing systems domain 
This paper wants to contribute to the discussion present in literature about the requirements in the selection of the 
ontological language [48], [49], and in particular related to the representation of manufacturing-systems domain ontologies. 
The authors’ perspective is the one of manufacturing systems domain experts who are interested in ontological languages 
requirements corresponding to practical domain requirements coming from the industrial production field, having in mind 
the ultimate purpose for the development of the manufacturing domain ontology, that is the semantic annotation of web-
service-enabled control architectures of manufacturing systems. 
It is important to recognize that the requirement levels for the production systems are several. The current work will only 
focus on those that are fulfilled through the proper selection of the ontological modelling language; while those that are 
more related to the quality of the conceptual representation (e.g. the possibility to capture different variants of production 
processes) will not be discussed in this paper. 
Basing on a thorough literature review, that started with the earliest works on this topic until the recent publications, it has 
been clear that languages for the conceptual and semantic modelling of the manufacturing domain should ensure four main 
requirements: (i) they must allow conceptual modelling and data storage, (ii) they must offer easy use and maintenance of 
the model, (iii) they must support interoperability, and (iv) they must support automated reasoning. 
A short explanation of each of them is given in the following lines. In this description each of the main requirements is 
subdivided into elementary requirements, that allow the achievement of the main requirement, as shown in Figure 1.  
i. The first requirement is about the possibility to use the ontology as a conceptual model of the manufacturing 
domain and to store data in it: in particular, this has to do with the selection of an appropriate ontological 
language that must give the possibility to build the knowledge base [50], and must be general enough and adaptable 
to describe different production systems [28], [32]. Moreover, the storage capability should be persistent 
(information should not be lost in the case of a system crash), for this reason a secure and persistent knowledge 
base must support the language and used tools [51]. 
ii. The second requirement deals with ease of use and maintenance of the model. To ensure this, the ontology 
must have a compact syntax that is intuitive to humans: it is even better if a graphical notation is provided to help 
human reading and if consistency is assessed against the human knowledge representation [50]. Moreover, the 
representation should be object-oriented, because this allows for abstract classifications (describing only interesting 
details of the objects, ignoring the minor ones), to encapsulate details (hiding unnecessary details), to build 
modularity (elements of the model highly decoupled but consistent), and to aggregate objects (an object composed 
of other objects) [28]. In order to support easy updates, the description should be made at different levels of detail, 
where each level of detail should be easily extended if needed; in other words, it should be scalable and extensible 
[28]. 
iii. The third requirement touches the interoperability issue that is one of the earliest arisen and most felt by 
researchers and practitioners working with ontologies [52]. Interoperability problems concern compatibility of data 
semantics and representation, software applications, communication paradigms and system architectures; while all 
the latter aspects can be solved by building appropriate language and protocol conversions, the semantic 
interoperability issue is much felt in production environments because manufacturing engineering software 
applications sometimes associate different meanings to the same terms making it particularly difficult to exchange 
process information. A solution for the semantic interoperability problem is the use of a proper ontology for the 
manufacturing domain [32].. An obvious and necessary requirement for semantic interoperability is making the 
ontological model machine-understandable [50]. The developed ontology also should be able to bridge to other 
ontological models representing different aspects related to each other (physical system, product, process, 
control…), in this way providing an integrated description of processes and products, this ability is usually called 
“matching” and “mapping” of different ontologies [19], some of which might be already existing and not created 
ad-hoc. In addition it should include both universal and domain categories: reasoning on universal categories (such 
as time and space) should be allowed. To this aim, the entities should be accordingly specified, for example an 
object has a time and location, so there will not be a category that defines time or spatial concepts. Moreover, if the 
ontology has to be exploited in a web service control architecture, as envisioned by the ontologies use paradigm 
illustrated in section 1.2, the ontology must have a proper link with existing web standards to ensure semantic 
interoperability [50]. 
iv. The fourth requirement states that it should support the automated reasoning. This is firstly achieved with the 
use of a well-defined formal semantics [50]; moreover, the chosen ontology language should present some 
reasoning properties that make the ontological model not only a mere specific domain vocabulary but a model 
proper also for automated reasoning [50]. It should also be ensured that the reasoning time is finite and, possibly, 
efficient, because in real word implementations it is not acceptable that the answer to knowledge inference does 
not come within a fixed time, that is compatible with the application runtime in which the ontology is used [53]. 
The modelling should be able to express all objects in the manufacturing system with the possibility to describe an 
object as a sub-object of another object that has already been defined; this property is called “inheritance”, because 
the sub-object will inherit all the characteristics of the object above, just adding more detailed characteristics that 
are specific to it[54]. For the exploitation in a web service control architecture, such as the one envisioned in 
section 1.2, services must be able to access the information stored in the ontological knowledge base and to update 
it through queries: this elementary requirement could be named “dialog with services” [50]. 
Figure 1 shows a representation of the four main requirements of the ontological language for the manufacturing domain, 
with a summarizing list of the illustrated elementary requirements for each of the main requirements. 
 
3. Languages review and assessment 
The review of the existing conceptual and semantic languages started with a literature search based on the following 
keywords: semantic languages, manufacturing knowledge, knowledge based systems, SOA, Web Services, Semantic Web 
Services, ontology, interoperability. With these keywords, a huge number of research papers can be collected. [55] has 
proposed a distinction in research streams to classify the possible types of research work carried out in this context. In order 
to clarify what type of paper have been considered for the analysis that follows, this paper refers to the third main research 
stream identified in [55] in the field of semantic languages and conceptual modeling. This stream reviews and compares 
different semantic languages: either discussing language alternatives for a specific implementation purpose or presenting the 
historical evolution of semantic languages. 
Examples of such a research stream have been provided by [8], [50], [56]–[64]. 
The analysis of works in this research stream has led to the identification of the available semantic languages and their 
features. The considered languages in the analysis were the following: KIF, OntoLingua, Operational Conceptual Modelling 
Language, FrameLogic, Loom, DublinCore, SHOE, XML(S), XOL, RDF(S), OIL, DAML, DAML+OIL, DAML-L, UML, 
OWL, and the OWL sublanguages: OWL Lite, OWL DL, OWL Full, Context-OWL, OWL-Eu, OWL-E, OWL Flight. 
Table 1 shows the main features of these languages, taken from the following references: [8], [28], [32], [50], [57], [58], [63]–
[65]. 
As it is clear from Table 1, many semantic languages do exist. Each allows a different expressivity level and a different 
reasoning. Each of them answers in a different way to the requirements mentioned in Section 2, it is thus necessary to 
evaluate the available languages with respect to those requirements. 
i. The primary requirement for the semantic language to be used for the manufacturing domain representation is that it supports the 
“conceptual modelling and data storage” (see Fig. 1).  
This requirement is not fully supported by SHOE language because in fact it has been created to annotate HTML pages, 
and therefore it has no use for manufacturing domain conceptual models; it must then be removed from the selection of 
possible semantic languages.  
Conceptual modelling is also not fully supported for Dublin Core and OWL Flight, both based on Logic Programming (LP) 
and not on Description Logics (DL), like the other languages. In fact, contrarily to Description Logics (DL), Logic 
Programming (LP) provides a limited conceptual modelling (because it is based on “flat” predicates): for this reason 
languages that are LP-based are not advisable for conceptual modelling. Moreover, also the other requirements presented in 
section 2 are not fulfilled by LP-based languages:  
• If negation constructs are inserted, reasoning becomes undecidable in general, so it is not sure that it is time-finite; 
(sub requirement of main requirement 4); 
• Complexity is not under control even if negation is avoided; therefore they do not offer a compact syntax, against 
(sub requirement of main requirement 2). 
For these reasons, DL-based languages are more appropriate for conceptual modelling, can support negation constructs 
(that might be needed in manufacturing domain conceptualizations), complexity can be explicitly controlled and thus the 
reasoning time can be limited. Consequently, Dublin Core and OWL Flight cannot be included in the selection, because 
they are based on Logic Programming.  
ii. It seems that the second main requirement set out in section 2 “easy usage and maintenance” is met by all the remaining 
languages to an acceptable extent. 
iii. The third main requirement from section 2 support to “interoperability” is not ensured by the following semantic languages: 
KIF, Ontolingua, OCML, FLogic and Loom because they do not have the proper link with web standards (sub 
requirement of main requirement 3). Thus, these languages must be removed from the selection of the possible 
languages envisioned for the use in manufacturing described in section 1.2. In addition, these languages do not 
support reasoning properties at all or only to a very limited extent, therefore they should be cut out of the selection 
because they do not meet also the main requirement number 4 “support to reasoning”. 
iv. The fourth main requirement is meant to ensure “reasoning” of the semantic language.  
A number of languages must be excluded from the selection because they do not meet this requirement: 
- XML(S), XOL, UML because they do not support reasoning properties (sub requirement of main requirement 4); 
- RDF(S) and OWL Full because they do not support time finite reasoning (sub requirement of main requirement 
4).  
As a conclusion, it can be concluded that the candidate languages that could be used to model the manufacturing domain 
ontology are OIL, DAML (DAML+OIL and DAML-L), OWL and its sub-languages: OWL Lite, OWL DL, C-OWL, 
OWL-Eu, OWL-E, because they satisfy all the requirements set out on section 2. 
Among these candidate languages, OIL and DAML (DAML+OIL and DAML-L) are not fully advisable, in fact they are 
built from XML(S) and RDF(S) by means of incremental improvements and have been surpassed by the OWL family. For 
this reason it can be concluded that the OWL languages, except those that have been excluded during the previous 
discussion (i.e. OWL Flight and OWL Full), are the most appropriate to model the manufacturing domain, namely:  
- OWL Lite,  
- OWL DL,  
- C-OWL,  
- OWL-Eu,  
- OWL-E.  
According to the specific implementation situation, the choice of the most appropriate language should be done with the 
awareness that the more powerful the reasoning and the more complex the model, the longer will be the time to perform 
reasoning, with the risk not to have time-efficient reasoning.  
4. Industrial example 
An OWL ontology has been implemented in a new control architecture that deploys the ontologies use paradigm illustrated 
in section 1.2, in order to reach the benefits of overcoming rigidity of the traditional control solutions. This implementation 
has been part of the activities in the eScop European funded project (www.escop-project.eu).  
The industrial context in which it has been developed is a logistic integrator company that considers offering flexible 
solutions to customers in a highly changing market as a competitive advantage. One of the specific flexibilities that they are 
interested in achieving is the possibility to integrate elements that come from different vendors into their solutions.  
The system on which the open paradigm has been implemented is a picking system, composed by four main subsystems, as 
shown in Figure 2: 
1) a carousel ring, identified with letter A in the picture, which is used to create a buffer of the pallets that are called 
for picking the most in order to speed up picking operations without too often interfacing with the warehouse; 
2) the warehouse station, both for input and output of boxes from and to the main warehouse, identified with letter 
B; 
3) a buffer station also used for picking, letter C; 
4) a gravity conveyor to reject non-satisfactory products, letter D. 
For such a system, a high level control system is needed that manages the boxes that must be called from and sent back to 
the main warehouse.  
The current control system is based on a rigid hierarchical three-level control architecture, that follows the IEC 62264.  
i) The lower level is composed of electro-mechanical devices and controllers that take low level decisions, such 
as stopping box movement if the next buffer element is already occupied.  
ii) The middle level is composed of Device Control Units, such as Programmable Logic Controllers, that act as 
control stations by coordinating low level devices for the correct sorting of boxes and collecting fragmented 
and scattered information from the field devices.  
iii) The higher level is a supervisory level providing information on orders and keeping the coordination with 
external systems, such as the warehouse control system.  
This current control architecture is deployed in a rigid hardware structure, that is efficient only for stable contexts. The 
company wanted to shift to a control network that exploits new communication technologies in order to be able to integrate 
heterogeneous devices into a large distributed network through web services protocols, as envisioned by the ontologies use 
paradigm illustrated in section 1.2. This is done by exploiting one of the results of the eScop project: the control architecture 
that is presented in Figure 3. This is composed of five layers: physical, representation, orchestration, visualization and 
interface layers.  
The physical layer includes smart devices connected to the physical production equipment that allow the low level control, 
being Cyber Physical Systems (CPS), that integrate physical, computational and control elements [11]. These Cyber Physical 
Systems are in communication on a Web Service network. 
The representation layer is composed of the instanced ontological model, representing the knowledge about the system 
configuration and components, and of the ontology service that allows it to be exposed as a service on the rest of the 
control architecture. In particular, the ontology provides the information about the production system stored within, 
through queries that are posed by the ontology service. 
The orchestration layer that orchestrates the production activities, exposed as Web Services in the physical layer, basing on 
information received from the knowledge of the production system stored in the ontology. The ontology acts, therefore as 
semantic annotation of the production Web Services, that is needed by the orchestrator to control the production 
environment. The orchestration layer is composed of the service composer and the orchestrator service; the former 
receiving task needs and the second orchestrating the services in a way to satisfy the needs. This functioning is described by 
Figure 4, representing in a UML sequence diagram the interactions between the orchestration layer components (service 
composer and orchestrator service) with the devices of the physical layer and the ontology (as mentioned the ontology 
service acts as interface of the ontology with the rest of the architecture). 
The last two layers, the interface and the visualization, are communicating with the external world: the interface layer 
communicates with external software applications, while the visualization layer displays the information to people, acting as 
a human-machine interface. 
In order to change the control paradigm of this company, it is necessary to avoid the static encapsulation of the 
knowledge about the system itself that is now included into the low level control, not allowing easy reconfiguration and 
interoperability of components from different vendors. The most promising approach to abstract this knowledge (and store 
it in a way that reconfigurations are allowed quicker and with less efforts) is the use of an ontology that captures the 
conceptual structure of the domain. In fact, the physical configuration of the production system is flexible, modular and 
based on Cyber Physical Systems; this allows higher degrees of flexibility, a more rapid reconfiguration and shorter ramp-up 
times when combined with communication standards such as Web Services. Although Cyber Physical Systems can represent 
the basis for a modular architecture, they do not have a systemic view of their role inside the production system. For this 
reason, the knowledge about the specific production system must be provided to the control system that will then 
coordinate the production processes and activities, according to the specific role of each module inside the system. If the 
knowledge is provided by an ontological model of the manufacturing domain, instanced on the specific production system 
and updated according to changes occurring in its configuration, the control system can always rely on the updated 
knowledge about the production system [43].  
The ontology in this system is not simply used as a static vocabulary, but as a dynamic knowledge base where information 
can be retrieved and updated through SPARQL queries by Web Services that put it in connection with the rest of the 
control architecture for a successful run-time control of the system.  
The manufacturing domain ontology model that has been developed is able to represent the different aspects of a 
manufacturing  system: the physical aspect, the technological aspect and the control aspect. The physical aspect allows to 
describe the physical components of the system, such as storage compartments, transporters, sensors and processors; the 
technological aspect describes the technological and transportation routings and their related operations; and the control 
aspect supports the control system with information on the orders and the picking lists. These aspects are represented in the 
ontology model, each aspect is composed of a number of classes linked to other classes by association, by inheritance or by 
aggregation relationships. Figure 5 shows a screenshot of the classes in the ontological model of the manufacturing systems 
domain that is developed in the mentioned project, eScop. The classes in the picture are in alphabetical order, as the 
ontology editor shows them. The ontology model has also properties and constraints that are needed to represent the 
manufacturing systems domain and that are not shown in the picture for space constraints. 
When a new configuration of a given system is established, the ontology instance devoted to the specific system 
configuration is created by the operator starting from the general manufacturing domain ontology model. The instance 
knowledge base supports the control system in sending commands to the production floor. Flexible command capability is 
achieved through the configuration knowledge content of the ontology. When the control system interacts with information 
structured in an ontology, it is possible to flexibly control the entire shop floor because the control architecture, in fact, is 
flexible to any variation of the system (e.g. the change in the number of storage compartments, namely a change in the 
number of instances of compartment).   
This brief illustration of an industrial example is aimed at showing the fact that the requirements collected in the literature 
review - that must direct the choice of the language for the semantic representation of manufacturing (and internal logistics, 
as a subdomain of manufacturing) - are very relevant also in the described industrial case. 
i. The first and second main requirements for the semantic language to be used for the manufacturing domain: support to the 
conceptual modelling and data storage and easy usage and maintenance (see Fig. 1). The fact that the model must be at 
first instanced by an operator reflects the needs dictated by the first two requirements for semantic languages: 
the need to have a conceptual model that allows the inclusion of stored data; and the need for an easy usage 
and maintenance by the operator himself that must easily understand it to instance the individual elements of 
the specific system.  
ii. The third main requirement: support to “interoperability” (see Fig. 1). One of the very benefits of ontologies in such a 
described architecture when compared to other possible knowledge bases is the fact that they offer the basis 
for interoperability at different levels: at software level to support different manufacturing and logistics 
software applications; at physical level to integrate and make different vendors’ element communicate and at 
human level to represent and share the conceptual model of the system among the people with different 
backgrounds that might be collaborating on the same manufacturing system. 
iii. The fourth main requirement: support to “reasoning capabilities” (Fig. 1). This capability is what makes the run-time 
possible through automated retrieval of information and automated data update in the instanced ontological 
model. It is therefore one of the basic functional requirements that must be supported by the chosen semantic 
language. The inheritance feature is one of the most required by the manufacturing domain model because it 
is possible to define the characteristics of an object (such as a machine) and then to detail it in the different 
types (NC machine,…) without the need to re-specify the common features. 
iv. The selected language for this system is the OWL DL language, as defined by W3C, that is built on XML (S) 
and RDF (S) (http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#), because as it was shown in the previous section it meets 
all the four main requirements for the manufacturing domain and with respect to the other possible languages 
offers the maximum representation potential. 
 
5. Conclusions 
In the last years, more and more attention has been devoted to the development of ontologies, ICT conceptual models 
allowing formal and shared definition of the types, properties, and interrelationships of the entities that exist for a particular 
domain of discourse [18], and to the use of these representations in a variety of contexts. Indeed, ontologies have been 
employed to describe the domain of medicine [66] that of military operations [67], [68]  and social sciences [69], just to name 
a few. Also the industrial engineering has seen many application of ontologies in different phases of the products, services 
and production processes [6]. In fact, ontologies are a way to represent the knowledge related to a domain and enable the 
representation of this knowledge within automated and software systems, thanks to their formal nature [18]. This possibility 
brings enormous benefits into the automated systems applications in which they are used: the paper has focused on those 
related to the manufacturing domain field. The available semantic languages that can be used in these proposed applications 
are several, each of them characterized by different reasoning capabilities, complexity, levels of difficulty in programming, 
and other features [8]. 
The paper showed a possible use for ontologies that is aimed at overcoming some of the problems related to reaching 
higher flexibility and re-configurability of the manufacturing systems. That is the addition of a manufacturing domain 
ontology in Web Service- oriented control architecture of production systems in order to allow easy interoperability and easy 
re-configuration of the system at software level in case of physical modifications. The ontology acts as a semantic annotation 
of the Web Services, that allows the control of the production system based on the semantics contained in the ontology.  
Keeping in mind the illustrated use of ontologies in the manufacturing domain, the paper concentrated on the choice of the 
most proper semantic languages for the development of manufacturing domain ontologies: firstly the requirements that 
must be met by these semantic languages are collected and then a thorough literature review and analysis of the available 
semantic languages in literature and commerce was carried out. Finally, the assessment of the available languages was 
performed against the identified requirements. 
Final conclusions are that the four main requirements for a semantic language of the manufacturing domain are: 
(i) they must support conceptual modelling and data storage,  
(ii) they must support easy use and maintenance of the model,  
(iii) they must support interoperability,  
(iv) they must support automated reasoning. 
Against these requirements, some of the semantic languages under consideration were not considered acceptable for the 
purpose of manufacturing domain ontology development, and in particular: DublinCore, FLogic, KIF, Loom, OCML, 
OntoLingua, OWL Flight, OWL Full, RDF (S), SHOE, UML, XML (S)and XOL. 
Some languages met the requirements but have been surpassed by other languages and therefore, their use is not advised, 
these are OIL and DAML family. 
The languages that are advised for this use are the OWL and the OWL sublanguages: OWL Lite, OWL DL, C-OWL, OWL-
Eu and OWL-E. The final language choice depends on the specific implementation constraints, in particular time 
constraints that must meet the runtime requirements of the specific application.  
Regarding future developments of this research work, the future directions can be twofold: 
i) New industrial engineering fields have already been identified, where the collection of requirements for 
semantic languages and the assessment of the most appropriate languages should be performed. One of the 
first fields that is already starting to be addressed is the process industry domain.  
ii) The ontologies use as semantic annotation of a Web Service-based control architecture of manufacturing 
systems is not the only application in the manufacturing domain (and, in general, in the industrial engineering) 
that could benefit from an introduction of ontology-based knowledge. Other possible applications should be 
analysed: as an example, further research is already currently going on investigating the potentialities that 
ontologies could offer to human-machine interface visualization systems in terms of flexibility and quicker 
updates. 
A further future direction of investigation is also the continuous querying activity presented by Barbieri and colleagues that 
retrieve information and performs reasoning on RDF datastreams [70], [71]. This may have enormous applications in 
production environments where sensor values are updated with a high frequency and a semantic support for such a quick 
updating and storing of historical data is not yet supported by other ontological languages.  
Another future development could further investigate into the possibility to control the production system thanks to a 
generic orchestrator that takes the knowledge about the system from the instanced ontology of the manufacturing domain. 
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Table 1 - Semantic languages and features 
Language Features 
KIF 
Language based on first order logic. KIF is a formal language developed for the interchange of knowledge 
among disparate computer programs (written by different programmers, at different times, in different 
languages, and so forth). KIF provides the level of rigor necessary to unambiguously define concepts in the 
ontology, a necessary characteristic to exchange manufacturing process information. It has declarative 
semantics, logical comprehension, meta-knowledge, translatability, readability. It allows a conceptualization 
of the world in terms of objects, functions and relations.   
Web Language: No 
Reasoning Support: No 
OntoLingua 
Built on KIF, it allows a representation of concepts, taxonomies of concepts, n-ary relations, functions, 
axioms, instances and procedures. 
Web Language: No 
Reasoning Support: No 
OCML - 
Operational 
Conceptual 
Modelling 
Language 
Traditional syntax ontology language. Similar to OntoLingua with additional components: deductive and 
production rules, and operational definitions for functions. Built for developing executable ontologies and 
models in problem solving methods. 
Web Language: No 
Reasoning Support: Very limited 
FLogic - 
FrameLogic 
FrameLogic combines frames and first order logic, allowing to represent concepts, concept taxonomies, 
binary relations, functions, instances, axioms, deductive rules, objects, inheritance, polymorphic types, query 
methods and encapsulation. 
Web Language: No 
Reasoning Support: Constraint checking and deducting new information through structural and behavioral 
inheritance 
Loom 
Initially, it was not meant for implementing ontologies, but for general Knowledge Bases. Loom is based on 
Description Logics and production rules, and provides automatic classifications of concepts. Represents 
concepts, concept taxonomies, n-ary relations, functions, axioms and production rules. 
Web Language: No 
Reasoning Support: Very limited 
DublinCore 
Simplicity is both its strength and weakness, based on Logic Programming, it can be found at 
http://dublincore.org . 
Web Language: Yes 
Reasoning Support: Yes 
SHOE - 
Simple 
HTML 
Ontology 
Extension 
Extension of HTML to introduce ontologies into HTML documents, used to add semantics to web pages. It 
consists of object-oriented tags to provide structure for knowledge acquisition: it associates meaning with 
content by committing web pages to existing ontologies. It represents concepts, their taxonomies, n-ary 
relations, instances and deduction rules, which are used by its inference engine to obtain new knowledge. 
Can be found at www.cs.umd.edu/projects/plus/SHOE/ontologies.html . 
Web Language: Yes 
Reasoning Support: has inference rules 
XML (S) 
XML replaced SHOE. After XML, all ontology languages are built on XML. It uses first language to 
separate the markup of web content from web presentation. Issues related to this language: (i) it lacks 
semantics: designed to describe the structure of a document not the content; (ii) "is-a" relationship does not 
exist; (iii) attributes are not local to an object but global to a document; (iv) no notion of inheritance; (v) it 
defines an order in which tags appear in a document, order does not matter in an ontology; (v) difficult for 
machines when new vocabulary is used: no difference between polysemous terms and no possibility to 
combine synonymous terms. 
Web Language: Yes 
Reasoning Support: No 
XOL Very restricted language (concepts, concept taxonomies and binary relations). Web Language: Yes; Reasoning Support: No 
RDF (S) 
RDF provides a simple data model and the RDF schema defines a simple ontology language with classes, 
sub-classes, properties, sub-properties, and domain and range restrictions in RDF for expressing metadata. It 
is used to describe info about Web resources, to make info machine processable and to provide automated 
processing of Web info by intelligent agents. RDF is not very expressive (it only represents concepts, 
concept taxonomies and binary relations). It was created by the World Wide Web to provide meaning to 
data. It can be linked to any Web resource: interoperability between applications that exchange machine-
understandable information on the web (interoperability = important advantage from XML, thanks to the 
semantics, because XML did not represent meaning). It consists of independent objects that form object-
attribute-value triples (representable with a directed graph data model with nodes and edges: nodes are 
subject and object while the edge is a predicate), where subjects, objects and predicates are identified by 
URIs (even if objects may also be literals). RDFS has been introduced as a layer on top of RDF as a set of 
ontological modeling primitives (classes and subclasses of resources, properties and relations): this allows to 
set a particular vocabulary for RDF data. With the structure of classes and subclasses it allows users to 
publish ontologies on the Web. However, the RDF Schema is not explicit (formal) enough and still does not 
provide exact semantics when it comes to representing complex constraints. 
Web Language: Yes 
Reasoning Support: Some inference engines mainly for constraint checking 
OIL - 
Ontology 
Inference 
Layer 
It is an extension of RDF(S), therefore has a well-defined syntax in XML. It provides a standardized syntax 
for writing ontologies and a standard set of modeling primitives. Its formal semantics is based on 
Description Logics. It allows the automatic classification of concepts and the representation of taxonomies, 
binary relations, functions and instances.  
Web Language: Yes 
Reasoning Support: Yes 
DAML - 
DARPA 
Agent 
Markup 
Language 
It is markup language for semantic web with expressive power and a well-defined semantics for reasoning. It 
includes mappings to other semantic languages: SHOE, OIL, KIF, XML, RDF. It is made of two portions: 
ontology language (DAML + OIL) and a language for expressing constraints and inference rules (DAML-L). 
Web Language: Yes 
Reasoning Support: Yes 
DAML+OIL 
It is an extension of RDF(S) and has a formal semantics based on Description Logics. It allows representing 
concepts, taxonomies, binary relations, functions and instances. It is unambiguously computer interpretable, 
it supports agent interoperability and automated reasoning. 
Web Language: Yes 
Reasoning Support: Many efforts still done for reasoning 
DAML-L 
Logical language with a well-defined semantics and the ability to express a compact representation of 
constraints and rules for reasoning. 
Web Language: Yes 
Reasoning Support: It has reasoning rules 
OWL 
It is a defacto standard ontology language, it is compatible with SHOE and DAML+OIL and is an extension 
of RDF(S), but has more power to express semantics. It includes classes and operations on classes such as 
conjunction and disjunction and existentially and universally quantifiable variables. One of the significant 
features of the OWL language is its ability to make equality claims; in fact, OWL introduces constructions to 
state equality between classes (owl:sameClassAs) and between properties (owl:samePropertiesAs). This 
enables mapping between different individual ontologies: in fact OWL provides built-in ontology mapping 
support, that is, a particular class or property in one ontology is the same as a class or property in another 
ontology (owl:sameClassAs, owl:samePropertyAs): the individuals therefore have the same ‘‘identity’’. It is 
characterized by logical inference and can derive knowledge. It has more powerful reasoning from RDF: 
RDF has only a propositional reasoning, OWL reasoning can be about whole documents. Drawbacks: (i) it 
has a very complex, not efficient reasoning; (ii) it is not easy to use, (iii) it is not intuitive, (iv) it does not have 
built-in primitives for the (very important) part-whole relations, (v) it cannot deal with the fact that the 
meaning of certain words is context dependent. For this reason it comes in many flavors, of which the main 
ones are three: OWL FULL, OWL DL, OWL LITE, the selection criterion is to take the best for the system 
requirements. It can be found at www.w3.org/TR/2003/WD-owl-ref-20030331. 
Web Language: Yes 
Reasoning Support: It allows complex reasoning about documents 
OWL Lite 
Trade expressivity for efficiency (and guaranteed termination) of reasoning. It uses only 35 out of 40 OWL 
constructs and only 11 out of 33 RDF(S) constructs. In addition, some of them can only be used with 
limitations. 
Web Language: Yes 
Reasoning Support: Guaranteed termination and efficiency in reasoning 
OWL DL 
It is the W3C standard ontology language: it is the most important OWL because it is a variant of 
Description Logics and the reasoning may exploit many state-of-art Description Logics reasoners. It uses all 
40 OWL constructs and only 11 out of 33 RDF(S) constructs, and some of them can be used with 
limitations. There is a balance between expressivity and computational completeness: even though more 
complex, the reasoning is still decidable. Properties are differentiated into data type properties (connect 
instances to literals) and object properties (connect class instances). It does not support customized 
datatypes.  
Web Language: Yes 
Reasoning Support: Decidable reasoning, many reasoners are built on this 
OWL Full 
The difference from OWL DL is that properties can be assigned to classes, a class can be represented as an 
individual or a property and vice versa. It uses all 40 OWL constructs and only 11 out of 33 RDF(S) 
constructs with no limitations. 
Web Language: Yes 
Reasoning Support: Reasoning is undecidable 
C-OWL - 
Context -
OWL 
It is an extension of OWL: multiple OWL ontologies and relations between these ontologies (triples subject-
relation-object between 2 concepts, 2 instances or 2 properties in 2 different ontologies). It consists of an 
ontology and the set of bridge rules where the subject concept belongs to the ontology itself. It allows any of 
the OWL sub-languages but the 2 languages in the mapping should be the same sub-language (no 
interoperability between the different flavors of OWL is supported). 
Web Language: Yes 
Reasoning Support: Yes 
OWL-Eu 
Extension of the OWL DL to support customized data types by extending OWL data ranges with unary data 
type expressions. 
Web Language: Yes 
Reasoning Support: Yes 
OWL-E 
Extension of the OWL DL to support customized data type predicates with a n-ary extension of the OWL 
data range. 
Web Language: Yes 
Reasoning Support: Yes 
OWL Flight 
It is loosely based on OWL, but the semantics is grounded on Logic Programming and not on Description 
Logics and borrows the constraint-based modeling style common in databases. It does not have: enumerated 
classes, individual (in)equality assertions, complements, property restrictions. It adds: unique name 
assumption, cardinality constraints, property value constraints, more elaborate treatment of datatypes 
(following OWL-E). 
Web Language: Yes 
Reasoning Support: Reasoning is often undecidable 
UML 
UML is the standard for Object modeling as unique modeling language; UML profiles may be used to 
represent the characteristics of the OWL, because it helps to express, communicate, validate the design and 
development of the ontology. It is theoretically possible to transform it into OWL (ontology automatically 
imported as class diagram) through an XMI file (XML Metadata Interchange) via an Extensible Stylesheet 
Language Transformation sheet (XSLT). 
Web Language: Yes 
Reasoning Support: No 
 
 
